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Dear member
The summer is coming to and end and I hope that
you have had a good summer, where you perhaps have
been making lace outside in the shade. The first sign of
the start of the autumn season, is Årets Knipledag on
Saturday, August 27th, where we all over the country
demonstrate the art of lacemaking. This happens both
in malls and libraries, and we hope that many people
will come by and thereby get interested in lacemaking. Remember to send pictures for publications to
our magazine. Mail it to our publisher: ellisnygaard@
yahoo.dk
Our board have been busy since the General Meeting
in March. We participated in Kreativ Forårs Hobby
in Aars in April. Ellis and I went to the lace congress
in Gunzenhausen from April 22nd to 24th, where we
talked with many and got an idea about where the lace
is moving, like lace where coarse and fine threads were
mixed, and especially the use of many strong colors.
There were neon-colored handbags, which appeal to
young people and a shawl with a light chain in it. The
phantasy had no limits.

We were very happy to see you all at the Tønder
Lace Festival. We talked with many of you, and the
members of the board went around and looked at all
the different exhibitions in Tønderhallerne. You may
read an article by kitty Busk about the exhibition in
Drøhses Hus.
You may visit us again both in Fredericia and Haslev.
We participate in Kreativ Hobby in Fredericia from
Friday, October 28th to the 30th and the Lace Fair in
Haslev on the 29th and the 30th of October.
Our board works on a renewal of the Open House on
our site in Nyborg. We would be very happy if you can
give us an input about your thoughts about how an
open house should be. The board would like to use our
facilities more than we momentarily do.
Make a cross in your calendar for Saturday, April 15th.
The board has decided to hold the General Meeting
in connection with the Kreativ Hobby Messe in Aars.
We are still in the planning phase but hope to give 2
workshops on Saturday morning.
Sanna Askirk
President
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Creative spring fair in Aars
on the 9. and 10. of April 2022.

Knipling i Danmark attended the
big creative spring fair in Aars,
which presents many different
hobbies within the creative universe. It is natural for us to participate in a fair like this, as one of our
goals for Knipling i Danmark is to
spread the knowledge of lace.

Lace making was demonstrated in
our booth and it was also opportunity to try it out. Many young people took advantage of it, and we
hope that it will make more people
see what one can do with lace.

Also “Knipleesken” invited people to try to use the bobbins, and
several merchants were there with
large stands and good exhibitions.
Lace was well represented in Aars.
Connie Zlatevski
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Slovakia’s unique bobbin lace
Part 2

By Jana Novak, Vamberk

I am following up on the first article, this time telling you about
lace from Krakovany, where they
used standard prickings without
marked pattern drawings. This is
a sign of the creativity of the lace
makers in Krakovany, as they had
the opportunity to make patterns
using their own ideas. The usual
standard prickings have holes on
the whole surface, and it did not
matter whether it was used for
Net lace, Krakovani lace from the
western part of Slovakia or for
rectangular prickings, the standard prickings for Torchon lace, as
they used it in Spania Dolina. This
was a mining area and life was difficult in the mountains. Therefore,
the men also made lace in order
to help with the economy. Since
there were no pattern markings
on the prickings, the lace makers
could do what they wanted. I have
often found lengths of lace with
different patterns following each
other. The lace makers were able
to change patterns during the lace
making process. This proves clearly
that the lace is made on a standard
pricking. The lace makers did not
use pins when making whole stitch
grounds in Torchon lace. Pins were
only set along the edges and at the
sides of the motives, where the
worker pairs changed direction.
Around 1880, two Czech ladies
moved from Vamberk to the area
around Krajné near Piest’any. They
introduced Net lace and standard
prickings. There were already lace
makers in the area, and the Net
lace spread fast to surrounding areas. The lace makers made lace on
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order for lace merchants. The merchants were constantly obligated
to order new patterns from Brabant (an area of The Netherlands).
Otherwise, they would have to
design their own patterns. The lace
makers were not allowed to use
the patterns for themselves. The
weight of the finished lace had to
be the same as the thread handed
out to them when the merchant
ordered the lace. The lace makers got one pattern pricking with
pricked holes for the tulle ground
and for the edges of the motive.
The pin holes on the edges were
normally about 2 mm apart.
The background with the lace pattern was not made of carton, as we
know them from Krakovany, but
out of leather. A part of the leather
was being pricked out and became
a mold for the pattern. The leather
with the lace pattern was with the
much use, fast worn out, but not
discarded of. It was used for protecting the surface of the lace pillow when working on it. It was
fastened next to the pattern one
worked on. Every lace had its own
lace pattern. The same pattern was
used again and again. Standard
prickings had been unknown.
A big surprise waited for me in the
area of Hont in the central part
of Slovakia. During my research
trips, I admired the creativity of
the freehand lace made by the lace
makers of the Hont area. Destiny led me to a door of a house
in the village of Suchan, where
Mihalkin’s family lived. Jan Mi-

halkin was the major at that time.
“Destiny”…. something between
the sky and the earth, that I do not
understand. My first stop in the
village was again a house where I
met certain people I needed to talk
to. This gave me the first steps for
my study of freehand lace of Hont.
Thanks to them, and later other
enthusiasts, is the tradition of freehand lace continuing in the Hont
area. At that time, only three lace
makers were left.
My admiration for the beautiful
lace I found in the villages, impressed my hosts. Maria Mihalkin
learned to make perfect freehand
lace and her husband made bobbins
after old bobbins but learned later
to make his own decorations. Jan
Mihalkin continued the tradition
and the creativity in cooperation
with other clever men, who earlier had cut out decorative bobbins
for their sweethearts. The amounts
and the forms of the Hont bobbins
are unique. The special thing about
the freehand lace from the Hont
area is that it is made without a
pricking, but directly on a piece of
a unicolored dark cloth fastened
around a bolster. The bolster pillow is filled with grain shells. The
women made lace for their own
use or for neighbors in the village.
Sometimes the poor lace makers
were paid with goods. Making lace
was a way to make money on the
countryside. In the mining areas
the sale of lace helped poor families economically. To make lace on
standard prickings was fast, also
because of the simpler technique.

Mrs. Markova said that the lace
makers in the country were inspired from the mineworker’s lace.
I feel that the opposite is the case.
The amounts of decorative pattern
parts for freehand lace are larger
than the amounts of patterns made
on standard prickings in the mining areas. The technique used on
standard prickings cannot be used
for freehand lace. Freehand lace is
an older technique than the use
of standard prickings. For ex. the
techniques halvandet slag (name
given by Bodil Tornehave 1992),
Festigungschlag (name given
by Marianne Stang 1995), fiksstitch (English expression given
by Vibeke Ervø 1995), zpevnena
vazba (Czech expression, given
by Marketa Horakova 1995). The
techniques for freehand lace were
in use in several regions in Slovakia about at the same time. Already
in 1511-14 are lace mentioned in
written documents from old village churches. One knew about
making lace in Slovakia. A proof,
that the freehand lace is identical
with other freehand laces, can be
found in an old book from 1908,
Old Italian Lace by Elisa Ricci
about freehand lace from the
1500-1600 hundreds.
Techniques, that fasten lace stitches without use of pins, are:
1. Two or several pairs, which cross
each other in linen stitch, and always crossed in one direction
2. Halvandet slag means = Cross,
twist, cross, twist, cross, twist,
cross.
The fastening stitch was often
used in the lacegrounds, or where
the worker pair turned. The pin
helps fastening the workers like
in Torchon lace or in the lace
from the mining areas. The pin
is used by halvandet slag in freehand lace. Half stitch is not typi-

cal for freehand lace, but I have
seen them in Scandinavian freehand lace with halvandet slag on
the pattern’s edges.
3. In the linen stitch patterns is the
worker pair only worked in one
direction and set aside. A new
worker pair comes from the opposite direction and in the end
of the motive the worker pair is
taken out.
Freehand lace made in the European countries is produced with
the same techniques as freehand
lace in Slovakia. It is not possible
to make freehand lace without
using these techniques. The pins
are important also in freehand
lace, but not in so large amounts.
Records about the use of pins for
lace in the antiquity, does probably not exist.

A story tells that when Carl IV’th
daughter, Anne, in 1381 married Richard, king of England, she
brought some pins to England,
where they were unknown. Other
proofs for the pins early existence
comes from archeological founds
in graves and from paintings from
the year 1435, 1465, 1479, 1500 and
1524. I saw these real pins in the
Hont-region. The pins were used
for fastening decorative folds on
clothing, hats and for fasten pieces
of jewelry on clothing. They have
the same form as I found on old,
historical lace bolsters in the Hont
-region. The pins were scares, the
lace makers had enough by using
8 to 16 pins along the two edges
of the lace. There were companies
in Czechia around 1700 that made
pins in Praha, Kutna Hora and Hradec Kralove. The knowledge of making pins in Czechia came from Germany. The pin’s existence for noble
people’s dressing is known, but how
it spread among the people and the

lace makers is unknown. According
to Sofia Davydov’s book “Russkoje
kruzevo” did they use thorns in
Russia. The old lace makers from
Hont also talked about using thorns
for lace making.
This is the reason thar I believe that
the mineworker’s and the farmer’s
lace developed separately. First as a
freehand lace, and afterwards did
the widespread use of pins cause
the development of making lace on
standard prickings. Lace, where lots
of pins had to be used. Different lace
patterns have inspired lace makers.
The mine workers lace was influenced by laces from the vest, and the
influence for making freehand lace
probably came from Dalmatia, Italy.
Aino Linnove from Finland has
written a valuable book about how
lace spread through Europe and
reached Finland and the region of
Karelia. In her book Sumalaisen
pitsinnypläyksen kehitysvaiheita,
published in 1947, he had drawn a
map over the two directions where
lace and lace patterns spread through
Europe. From Dalmatia, Italy to Tyrol, Slovakia, Mähren, Polen and on
to Karelia. The other way went to
Vest Europe.

Where the “lace’s cradle” is, we will
probably never know. Some literature mentions that it from Dalmatia came to Milan, other researchers write Italy, Russia aso. Like I do
now believe that Magdalena Gramb
from Flanders brought the art of lace
making from Belgium to Vamberk
as I read in a book many years ago
in what then was Czechoslovakia.
Only researchers now knowing lace,
would say that. My doubt is based
on logic: Who of you, as beginners
of lace making, can imagine that a
lace maker from Flanders can teach
you to make perfect tulle lace with
lots of pairs in a very short time? The
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lace was made for sale, they had to be
perfect in order to give Magdalena
Gramb an income! I am convinced
that there already was knowledge of
lace in the area and that the women
were able to learn to make tulle lace
in a relative short time. Like it also
was in the Piest’any area, where lace
probably already was made and the
women over a short time learned to
make complicated tulle lace, and later also enrich the patterns with their
own new ideas. It is a shame that
the scientific interest for this wonderful textile technique first started
in the 1800, where several valuable
books were published. Fortunately,
many pattern books were already
published from the beginning of
1500. The ideas spread and the same
patterns from these early times can
be found in many countries, also in
Slovakia.
It is remarkable that some of the
lace, found in a book by Elisa Ricci
“Old Italian Lace”, published in
London in 1908, show many similarities with the freehand lace from
Hont. These are the laces from the
Abruzzi. The lace derives from 1500
and 1600. These Italian freehand
laces, made with many pairs, show
a certain similarity to the lace from
the Hont district in Slovakia. First,
one sees identical motives like tulips,
stars, birds, figures etc. but there is
also another important resemblance.
One wide piece of lace consists of
two different, attached strips with
two different patterns. These run
side by side without crochet pin attachments. The wide part of the lace
carries the motive. The other, narrower piece of lace is worked with
six to twelve pairs and is on the outer
edge. Lace from Slovakia also often
contains strong gimps, which accentuates the pattern. The fascination
with Hont’s freehand laces is the
many interesting patterns, showing
the lace maker’s creative abilities.
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Some of the lace from Hont look
like freehand lace from Skåne in
the southern part of Sweden. This
is described in a Swedish book from
1930. The Swedish researcher Axel
Hörlén is the author of the book,
Knippling ock knipplerskor in the
southern Ingelstad area, published
in Lund in 1962. The book tells
that the respected and well known
Peters-family inspired the local lace
makers. Axel Hörlén got some of
his information from a book published in 1930: Dentellerie en Tchécoslovaquie. They write Bohemia,
not Slovakia. Only in the back of
the book is a list on a photography,
of the villages names where the lace
came from. These are Dacov Lom
and Hont in Slovakia. A shame that
Hörlén wrote Bohemia instead of
the real place where the lace came
from. The name of the village, the
region and country. The lace from
Hont and Skania has many common details and patterns. Feehand
lace in Skåne was made on striped
cloth. The stripes helped to hold on
the direction and width of the lace.
In Hont they used dark striped cloth
on their bolster.

The lace maker Margareta Dorothea was born in 1763 and her son
from her first marriage, Jacob Ernst,
was born in 1791 in Stralsund. The
church books says that Margareta
Dorothea and her deceased husband
both came from Bohemia. They fled
to Germany because of the war. After the death of her husband, she
remarried a Swedish soldier, Mats
Peters (Pettersson born 1766), who
came from Pommern. He was on his
way to Sweden from the war. They
had two daughters, Hanna (1797
in Stralsund) and Anna. Later,
they moved to South Sweden. The
son, Jacob Ernst became a teacher
and wrote stories from his family’s

life. He has no information on his
mother’s parents, their last names,
or where his mother was born. Margareta Dorothea brought lace and
bobbins with a pendant, cut out in
one piece, which is known in Slovakia and from the Hont area only.
The Czech Republic does not have
bobbins looking that way. Was the
lace maker Margareta from Bohemia or from Hont? The lace from
the Peters-family was made by order and sold. The lace looks like lace
from the Hont area. These patterns
influenced the patterns of South
Sweden, where there were many
lace makers. Margareta also brought
standard lace prickings (Torchon
prickings), which were used for lace
from a mining area near Hont.
Slovakia is not very known around
the world before Slovakia became
a sovereign country on January 1st,
1993. The country was known as
Czechoslovakia, which meant that it
for many years was “hidden”. Czech
museums exhibited for many years
bobbins from the area of Hont. For
foreigners these hand-cut bobbins
were “Czech”, and not Slovakian.
Slovakia was under the reign of Austria/Hungary from 1867 to 1918.
Hungarians did not make lace, only
Slovakian women made lace. The
Czech Republic was called Bohemia. Slovakia was also unknown at
that time. The amounts of areas (17)
with different laces were incredible.
The lace from Hont with teeth,
called semi-tape laces, are unique
in the world. The semi-tape laces
are found edging the linen cloth
textiles called kútná Plachta. They
are adorned with lace and embroidery. They were made by the women
themselves for carrying their children, then used as cradles and at the
end used to wrap around the body of
the woman for her burial. This was
one of a woman’s most important

textile and museums have difficulties finding them for their collections.
Semi-tape laces are not a type of
lace using many pairs. It is worked
with all the pairs until a point where
some of the pairs next to the smooth
edge are put aside and the rest of
the pairs continue to the top of the
curve. On its way back from the
top, the two parts are connected using a crochet hook, like in tape lace.
Thereafter all the pairs continue together. When I showed the lace to
the researcher Bodil Tornehave, she
called them semi-tape lace right
away. Antique lace also has teeth,
curves, but they are made in a different way. I continued to look for
them, until I found semi-tape laces
in a Finnish book: Suomalaisen pitsinnypläyksen kehitysvaiheita by
Aine Linnove from 1947. The lace

was worked the same way. I tried
to use google for translation. It was
translated to “Karelish dumplingtechnology” Very funny. Working
further on the translating, I got another information: “Slavonic made
lace”. So, they were not of Finnish
origin. According to Aino Linnove,
could this type of lace, according to
his map over the spreading of lace in
Europe, have one route, which was
going through Slovakia. Semi-tape
lace from Hont is also freehand lace,
made without a lace pattern. Semitape lace are rare finds.

Next time I will tell you about exceptional and pretty freehand laces
from the Liptov-region. The lace
is wide, worked on a dark bolster
formed as a ball. The freehand lace
is also made without patterns and
with pins along the edges only. Liptov-lace, their patterns and forms
are unique in the world.
Jana Novák

Literature:

Knyppling och knipplerskor - Axel Hörlén Suomalaisen pitsinnpläyksen kehitysvaiheita-1500 - 1850 LUVULLE - Aino Linnove Old italian lace - Elisa Ricci - 1913
New Modelbuch - 1534, 1561 německé vydání
Slovenská čipka - Ema Marková - 1962
Liptovská paličkovaná čipka - Iveta Zuskinová - 2015
Liptov - Umenie a remeslo v živej tradícii - Iveta Zuskinová - 2018
Paličkované čipky z Hontu - Iveta Žlnková - 2009
Gemerská paličkovaná čipka - Angela Czintelová - 2002
Perfect lace technique binds nr. 2,3,4,5 - Jana Novak - 2017 - 2020
Studie i knipleområder - dokumentation fra Slovakiet samlet af Jana Novak fra 1988 til 1995
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The German Lace Congress in
Gunzenhausen. Bavaria, Germany
By Ellis Nygård
Sanna Askirk and I participated
in the German Lace Congress in
Germany from April 21st to April
24th this year.
It was 3 very interesting and exciting days, with lots of experiences
and impressions.
The congress had 3 main topics:
The Annual theme – Valenciennes
Lace, last year’s topic - Spitzen in
Taschen-Format plus an exhibition from the topics of the book
Schmückendes um Hals und
Schulter, which we have reviewed
in an earlier publication of Kniplebrevet. In addition, there were
several other exhibitions and a
whole sales hall, where the Euros
could roll freely – there were many
temptations.
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Spitzen in Taschen-Format was
planned for a congress cancelled in
2020 due to Corona. The handbags
on display overruled any fantasy on
what a handbag should look like –
and a bit more. Many of the handbags were lace on cloth, but there
were also lace on clear plastic/vinyl
and there were handbags made of
lace alone – well starched.
As I mentioned before, there were
many unusual things to look at.
Fritzi and Herwig Hauer were
there with their nice exhibition
showing both their train, board
games and angels, also previously
shown in Kniplebrevet. In a room
in one of the school buildings
there were many children working
at their lace pillows. They had their
creations, which were terrific and
very well made, on display.

Our next publication of Kniplebrevet will contain something about
Valenciennes Lace and adornments for necks and shoulders.

Exhibitions of lace in Burg
Abenberg in connection with
The German Lace Congress
in Gunzenhausen
By Ellis Nygård

In connection with Sanna and me
visiting the German lace congress
in Gunzenhausen, did we on Saturday afternoon go down to Abenberg in order to see the exhibition
of lace-made flask bottoms in the
castle. We had an article in Kniplebrevet no. 144 with an invitation to
make some of these flask bottoms.
There were 6 patterns designed
by Irena Ring plus one pattern
where one’s own phantasy could
determine the design. This appeal
was also sent to other countries
and the response had been fantastic. They received 1.441 pieces of

lace and all of them got mounted
in wooden loops. From Denmark
had 10 single persons and 2 groups
taken their time to make these
small pieces. Other countries participating were Belgium, Chile,
Germany, Namibia, Norway, Austria, Switzerland, Slovakia and The
Check Republic.
It was a nice exhibition very much
appreciated by Irena Ring herself.
The response was so much bigger than what she in her wildest
dreams had imagined, she said.
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From idea to reality
By Else Byskou Jørgensen
President for Dalby Tureby Husflidsforening
I was surfing the net one day and
saw an old ship where somebody
had made the sails in bobbin lace.
It was nice indeed and I had to
show it to the lacemakers in our
organization. We got the idea that
it would be a nice common project
for our organization if the “wood
makers” could build the ship, and
the lace makers make the sails. But
the “wood makers” did not find it
a good idea to build a ship for a
common project. The lace makers,
however, liked the idea to make
sails for a ship, which could be
used as an eye catcher when our
organization would participate in
different arrangements, like the
Kreativmesse in Næstved, Kunsthåndværkermarked in Køng,
Kulsvierfestival in Kongsted, Kniplemesse in Haslev aso.
A ship was fast found in a thrift
store, and there was no way back.
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I contact Inge Lindegaard – a good
friend and member of our organization for many years – to ask if
she would be willing to design the
sails and make the prickings and
worksheets. She says yes, and we
start by measuring the sails – all 21
of them – and make several trial
pieces before we are happy with
the design’s structure, thickness of
thread a.s.o.

The ship is very dusty and dreary
looking. Before we mount the new
sails, we have to discard of the old
sails and ropes and the ship has to
be cleaned. In order to be certain
that the new cordage and the new
lace sails are mounted the right
way, photos are taken of the ship
as cordage and sails are taken off –
more than 50 pictures were taken
– and that came to good use.

Inge starts to design every single
sail – they are all different.

It was a challenge, but I think that
we did a good job.

As Inge finishes prickings and
worksheets for the sails, our lace
makers get the opportunity to
choose which pattern they wish to
make. There are patterns for nearly
beginners to more experienced
lace makers.

Our wood teacher over many
years, Poul Slobodziuk, has built
the exhibition– and transport box
for the ship.
We are very happy that Kniplefestival Tønder 2022 exhibited the
ship, where it got its exhibition debut.

The Annual Theme

Pattern 148-A

Bookmark 2,
variation of Virgin ground and star
Idea, design and execution: Connie Zlatevski, Stubbekøbing
Materials: 22 pairs of linen thread 35/2.

Left middle section:

Start at the top with 2x2 pairs around the pin on the
top and add pairs according to the worksheet.

The innermost bobbin goes over, under, over, under,
over, under, over. Set aside.

The ground is a variation of the Virgin ground and is
worked as shown on fig.1.

The innermost bobbin goes over, under, over, under,
over, under. Set aside.

Star: see fig.2
The star is worked in four sections: the top section,
pin, the left middle section, the right middle section
and the bottom section.

Top section:
The outer bobbin on each side is put aside, the rest of
the bobbins are seen as 7 pairs. Cross each pair.

The innermost bobbin goes over, under, over, under,
over. Set aside.
Continue the same way until all bobbins are used.

Right middle section:
This is worked the same way as the left section but
start every time by going under.
Pull carefully in all pairs.

Put one bobbin on each side aside, the rest of the bobbins are seen as 6 pairs. Twist each pair.

Bottom section:

Put one bobbin on each side aside, the rest of the bobbins are seen as 5 pairs. Cross each pair.

Start with crossing the 2 bobbins, which are seen as 1
pair, in the middle.

Put one bobbin on each side aside, the rest of the bobbins are seen as 4 pairs. Twist each pair.

Take in one bobbin from each side, treat them as 2
pairs and twist each pair.

Put one bobbin on each side aside, the rest of the bobbins are seen as 3 pairs. Cross each pair.

Continue to take in one bobbin on each side, and cross
and twist the pairs every second time.

Put one bobbin on each side aside, the rest of the bobbins are seen as 2 pairs. Twist each pair.

Finish the bookmark as it started. One can make a
long braid with the last 8 pairs.

Put one bobbin on each side aside, the rest of the bobbins are seen as 1 pair. Cross the pair.
Place the middle pin.
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Blue candle cuff 3

Pattern 148-B

Idea, design and execution: Inge Lise Jensen, Guldborg
Inge Lise has designed a series of 6 different candle
cuffs, all in blue. They will consecutively be published
in Kniplebrevet.
The cuffs fit a candle of 7,5 diameter.
Materials: 23 pairs of blue linen 60/2 or K80, 1 gimp
thread (the thread is doubled 3-4 times) and 60 beads
of 4 mm.
Inge Lise estimates these thread lengths: Gimp thread
for the scallops: ca 250cm, passive edge pair: ca 35 cm/
bobbin and the rest of the pairs: ca 70 cm/bobbin.
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Adding of beads between 4 pin holes:
Work to pin 1 as shown on the drawing. Work to pin
2 and 3 but do not close the pin. Place a crochet pin
through the bead and pull the right thread from pin 2
through the bead, forming a loop. Take the left thread
from pin 3 through the loop. Pull the threads until the
bead is placed nicely in the middle. Close pin 2 and 3
and continue the lace. See fig.1.
Finish the lace by tying off, plaits or magic threads and
sew the lace together.
The marked twists are continued through the whole
work.

Lamp shade for glass
with tealight

Pattern 148-C

Idea, design and execution: Kirsten W. Johansen, Roskilde
Materials: 14 pairs of black linen thread 28/2, 35/2
or 40/2, 6 pairs of DMC antic gold or another color
and 1 metal thread (Myrtle thread) ca 70cm long.
Parchment for the shade and a glass with the diameter
6,5cm.
Start according to the worksheet. The top and the bottom band are worked as shown in detail 1, the section
in the middle is worked in half stitch with a braid on
both edges. Use turning stitches where the workers
meet the braids, see detail 2. The tallies are worked
with the pairs from the braid and a braid (on the top
of the tally) is worked back to the edge. Plaits with
picots may be worked instead of tallies.
The lace is starched well and the pins removed except
for the last part. Tie the shade together, lay the metal
thread doble for a short length and sew around it.
Cut out the parchment shade and glue it together.
Place the lace shade loosely on top.
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Place mat with leaves

Pattern 148-D

Design: Connie Zlatavski, Stubbekøbing
Execution and mounting: Jonna Tarp, Stubbekøbing
Idea: Jonna Tarp and Connie Zlatevski
This is the last of 4 seasonal placemats with matching
napkin rings.
Materials for the place mat: 28 pairs of linen thread
28/2, 1 gimp thick pair, for ex. a three-doble Glamour
Madeira no 8 and 2 pairs of thinner gimps, for ex. a
doble Moravia Metallic 80/2.
Cotton cloth (or patchwork) is used for the place mat
+ doble sticking vliseline.
The finished measures are 46x 35cm. Cutting measures: front + vliseline 48x37cm, backing 48x41cm.
Start the lace with 2 pairs on each pin and the pairs are
braided to the next pin. Add 1 pair on the left side and
go through the two first pairs (edge pairs) in whole
stitch, linen stitch through 23 pairs, where one thread
is placed over the pin and whole stitch through the
last pair.
Add 1 pair on the right side and continue according
to the worksheet. The edge is a sewing edge and the
ground a twisted half stitch ground (half stitch ground
with an extra twist by the pin).
Gimp: Add all pairs at the same time and let them
follow each other in the stem. The thick gimp threads
mark the edges, and the thin threads mark the leaves’
nerves. See fig.1 where each line marks 1 bobbin.
Where several threads follow each other, make them
look like one thread by twisting them regularly.
The gimp cannot be lied down on the start of the leaf
exactly as shown on the pricking.
Fig.2 shows how to solve the problem.
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Pin 2,3,4 and 5 cannot be worked before pin 1 is done.
Make a big loop with the gimp thread, and place this
loosely over the pairs it will be running through later.
Run the gimp through the pairs used for pin 1. When
pin 1 is done, place the right pair over and under the
gimp as shown in fig.2. Work pin 2,3,4 and 5. The pairs
are then placed over and under the gimp as shown and
the gimp is pulled carefully in place.
The lace is finished as it started. You may turn the
worksheet upside down.
The marked twists are continued through the whole
work.
If you wish to make several place mats, it is convenient to use a bolster pillow. Make a long braid between
each piece of lace and cut them off when you take
them off the pillow. Hide the braids when mounting.
The lace might be starched before mounting.

Mounting:
Sewin: Attach the lace 2 cm from the edge on the
right side of the front piece. The vliseline is ironed on
to the front piece, sew the 2 short sides together, right
sides facing each other 1 cm from the edge. Remember to leave 2 cm on the top and bottom of the backing (for bending over to the front), take the paper off
the vliseline, turn the place mat inside out and iron it.
Bend the left over 2cm 1x1cm over to the front and
sew a narrow seam all the way around.
Napkin ring:
The pattern is the same for all the napkin rings, they
are just worked in a color matching the color of the
place mat. See Kniplebrevet no. 146 and 147.

Doily with scallops

Pattern 148-E

Idea, design and execution: Kirsten W. Johansen, Roskilde

Materials: 33 pairs of linen thread 60/2
Start according to pricking and worksheet. Every
sixth is finished before starting the next section.
The star marked on the working sheet marks the
middle of the doily.
The marked twists are continued through
the whole lace.
Finish the way you like.

Butterfly for mobile

Pattern 148-F

Idea, design and execution: Edel Pontoppidan
Materials:
Body: 5 pairs of K80, I used 4 passive pairs in shaded
thread and the worker pair in a darker color.
Antennas: 2 pairs of black K80.
Start by “start” with 3 pairs and add 2 pairs soon
thereafter.
Filling: Braid worked with the worker pair and the
nearest passive pair. Follow the arrow around.

Finish: Take 2 pairs out when needed and attach
the last 3 pairs to the wing before tying off or using
magic threads.
Braid the antennas and attach them to the body.

I have the butterflies hanging in an embroidery
frame, but they may also be hung on a branch.

A picot is placed on the bottom wings.
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Christmas table runner
with gold stars

Pattern 148-G

Idea, design and execution: Karen Marie Iversen

Materials: 25 pairs of red linen thread 35/2 or
Silkacrylic, 18 pairs of Madeira Gold 33, no 12.
Start: The lace is started in a straight line a little down
on the one side and attached in the middle. The star is
worked in gold. Make a braid of 4 pairs of gold down
to the tips of the star and let 1 pair of gold thread go
in linen stitch with a twist on every side over to the
horizontal tips.

The corner stars are worked according to the worksheet. Remember, it is only possible to work ½ star.
The star is finished after having turned the corner.
Unfortunately, the passive pair in the zig-zag band is
abrupted in some places of the worksheet. The band is
worked as shown on the detail drawing through the
whole work.

Candle cuff matching
the Christmas table runner
Idea, design and execution: Karen Marie Iversen
Materials: 10 pairs of red linen thread 35/2 or
Silkacrylic and 6 pairs of Madeira Gold no.12.
38cm of 2mm red ribbon.
The star is worked in gold. Make braids with 4 pairs of
gold to the tips of the stars and 1 pair of gold in linen
stitch with a twist on every side for the horizontal tips.
The checkers are worked in red with linen stitches and
braids.
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Pattern 148-H

Pillow with lace in
s’Gravenmoer technique

Pattern 148-I

Idea, design and execution: Yvonne Nielsen, Hørve

Materials: 58 pairs of linen thread 60/2
The pricking is copied and put together to the desired
length.
The lace is started and finished as you like it. Yvonne
has chosen to start at the top by the big linen stitch
snowballs and she ended the lace with the Swedish
linen stitch finish.
When mounting the pillow, the start and finish is
sewn into the seam of the pillow.
The marked twists are continued through the whole
work.
You may see the detail drawing and description of
making the heart in Kniplebrevet no. 147.
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Impressions from
the Tønder Lace Festival
3.-5. of June 2022
By Sanna Askirk
It was like a horn of plenty when
it came to sale stands and exhibitions. Jana Novak displayed lace
from her life as designer. Mona
Løhr and Hella Jacobsen showed
round doilies. It was a hole corner

where Helen Toft exhibited her
fan collection and some of her jewelry. Broches mounted on old belt
buckles. Also, many old lace bobbins, lace pillows, runners, shawls
and many other things could be

seen. And of course, Tønder lace.
Beside the exhibitions, I saw a
computer bag, that had gotten
a new life as a lace bag, in which
a lace pillow and necessary lace
equipment could be transported.

Inheritance of culture
in the border area
By Ketty Busk
Some time before the Tønder
Lacefestival I saw a videoclip on
Facebook about an exhibition in
Drøhses Hus, which showed a collection of lace, which had ended up
in Flensburg Museum. It made me
curious – I had to see it.
In Tønder I was busy with the fair,
but when I got my free time, I
headed off to Drøhses Hus, a fantastic experience.
Before I went up to see the exhibition, I took the opportunity to sit
down and see and hear about it.
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This fine collection contains 767
lace samples, and they were pieces of all kinds of laces, the finest
Binche lace and several types of
Tønder lace. They were with and
without sewing edges, inserts and
blondes, all of it to adorn fine lady’s dresses and costumes, but also
for sewing together to ‘huelin’, for
adornments on bonnets used by
the women at the time. (The picture shows Birthe Nielsdatter with
fine ‘huelin’ of Tønder lace edging
her bonnet).
The collection also has several narrow samples of Tønder lace and
two Barbers, a type of head adornment, very popular in the 1800.

Also on display was a scale for
weighing thread and lace, so that
the lace merchant could see if
the delivered thread matched the
weight of the received lace – nothing should be waisted or cheated
with.
An ‘alenstick’ for measuring the
length of the lace and a shoemaker’s lamp were also on display.
“The shoemaker’s lamp” is a glass
ball filled with water and a candle
placed so that it would cast light
on the lace maker’s pillows.
It was a very nice and interesting exhibition. Unfortunately, the
picture quality is not the best, but
that is the problem when taking
pictures through glass.

Thinking anew about lace
By Sanna Askirk

I was very happy to meet Loic Luchini again, a young newly educated designer from Kolding Designskole. I previously talked with him
at our General Meeting in March.
Loic Luchini comes from France
but finished his designer degree
from Kolding Designskole last
year. Loic cooperates with another
young designer, Filip Rukan from
Norway, and he also finished his
education in Kolding. Both Loic
and Filip found it exciting to use
bobbinlace as the project for their
finals.

They do not work with fine thread,
but with rope, cables, sail yarn and
other recycled materials. Loic and
Filip like to work with recycling
in mind. The two young guys are
currently working on developing ideas and to further develop
working methods for their coarse
lace. They would like to have a lace
board with a cylinder as that would
ease their work compared to using
a flat board.

There are many possibilities with
using cables and ropes: trellises for
the garden with ropes, hammocks,
small trellises for big pots, a room
divider for the livingroom – the
phantasy has no limits.
I look forward to following Loic
and Filip with their projects on big
scale.

They plan on making chairs and
other things as you can see on the
pictures. I also tried to work with
cables, and it was pretty fun. One
has to use big movements.
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Classical Bobbinlace

– Lace teacher education in classical bobbin lace
By Lotte Helle – Oplysningsforbundet Fora
Education of bobbin lace teachers
has been offered since many years
through the bobbin lace education.
The education has been offered
within the continuing education
for teachers more than fifteen
years through Fora Fagkursus.
The education has been in safe
hands with Karen Trend Nissen
as coworker and planner of the
course. The classical lace has undoubtfully been the red thread
through the course. The content
has been carefully selected together with other connected instructors. Different adjustments
have been made through the years,
depending on the staff around the
lace teacher education at the time.
Karen Trent Nissen and Bente
Eskerod have lately stepped aside
and given room for new instructors. Karen is still class hostess for
the modules but has gracefully given the lead to the new team.
The leader of the team is now Helle Schultz. With her on the team
are: Linda Olsen, Birgit Jørgensen
and Lene Holm Hansen. Every
instructor has her own topic to
care about – there, where they are
best suited, is where they are.
The course is divided into theme
blocks. Every theme block has several modules, and the eleven modules are divided into the themes.
Linda Olsen takes care of the torchon technique. The first and basic
knowledge about patterns is incorporated here – like drawing, con-
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struction and reconstruction. Birgit Jørgensen teaches tape lace and
its techniques and also the history
of lace. The history is an important
part of the background knowledge,
as lace is an important part of our
culture’s history and our inherited
culture. Lene Holm Hansen is the
instructor for a single, but not unimportant module: Mounting. It is
in this way that our fine lace become functional, and not hidden
away in a drawer for no use.
Helle Schultz takes care of two
theme blocks, which are the Plaitand Guipure lace, plus Tønder lace.
The significant Chr.IV lace, a big
chapter of the Danish lace history, is for ex. part of the Plait- and
Guipure theme. The Tønder lace
must be the Danish lace’s “haute
couture”. The fine, fine thread, developed into the spiderweb fine
lace. Helle Schultz guides her students through this difficult technique with a steady hand.
Why take a lace education? What
if one knows how to do it and
think that one manages the bobbins well? If one is part of a lace
group or an evening class or makes
lace in a home together with others, is one not enough exposed to
know what one need to know?
For a long shot the answer will be
“it is good enough”. But – there is
almost always a “but”: Is it satisfying enough? Wouldn’t it sometimes be nice to be able to look
behind the patterns and the techniques? Wouldn’t it be exciting to

develop one’s own patterns or to
reconstruct a fine old piece of lace
from for ex. an old baptism dress?
But – I will not educate! Because
it is not certain that it is what the
course and all the new knowledge
shall be used for, if one participates in the lace teacher education.
But for sure, one gets all the basic
knowledge that can satisfy a curious lace maker who wants more
than to copy already proven patterns.
It is nothing wrong with copying,
as long as it is for exercise. But to
copy for the copy’s sake, is to work
blindfolded.
To participate in the lace teacher
education may also lead to other
forms for sharing and teaching.
Perhaps you are member of a costume group, reconstructing historical outfits. Or perhaps you want
to work with a frier form of lace
and perhaps exhibit things. There
are very many possibilities when
the basics are in place.

Factabox:
The next course in Klassisk Knipling starts on October 8th, 2022.
The whole course and the single modules you find on www.fagkursus.dk
You may sign up for the single courses on the homepage.
You need not sign up for all the modules at once.
You pay for the single courses when signing up.
In case of cancellation, your money will be returned in full.
The lace is executed by Helle Schultz
The pattern is from Karelly.
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My lace vacations
at EMMAUS in Haslev
Many people travel south for an
“all inclusive” vacation. I also go on
an “all inclusive” vacation, just in a
different way all together. I participate in a lace class.
My vacation is a one-week stay in
EMMAUS in Haslev, where we
are waited upon both morning,
noon and evenings. We are really being spoiled the week we are
there.
I go there for three weeks every
year, in the weeks 11, 30 and 45.
Lace making is not the only creative classes offered. One can also
learn for ex. wickerwork, weaving,
icon painting, knitting, sewing and
design. There are lectures besides
the teaching. I have been very fascinated by a lecture by Søren Ryge.
We have been on a fantastic, guided tour to Holmegaard Glasværk.
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The lace classes have different
themes every week – every year.
They have a big variation – we have
worked with Torchon – Flanders –
Milanese - S’Gravenmoer - Different grounds – Spiders – Freehand lace – Weft binding just to
mention some of the themes.
We have dived down in the Tønder
technique and harvested inspiration plus studied old prickings.
Else Bjerregaard is the instructor
in these classes and in week 45
Lisbeth Burmølle Knudsen will
assist her.
A compendium is handed out
every week, which means that the
participants have to/may do the
same thing. But this is far from the
reality, as one work out from the
originals, which is very inspiring
for students and teachers alike.

In order to participate in the classes, you have to know the 3 basic
stitches and how to read a colored
worksheet.
I am completely hocked on these
lace classes on EMMAUS and can
only recommend a vacation there.
Further information may be found
at www.emmaus.dk – and you can
also find EMMAUS on face-book.
Many lace greetings from
Karin Larsen

Get-together in
Egernsund old school
35 happy lace enthusiasts met on
March 5th in Egernsund old school.
Theme: A 3D triangle with a pattern brought in by Mona Nøhr
and Hella Jacobsen.
All of us started up with great eagerness after having studied the
pieces that Mona and Hella had
made.

As usual, there were home baked
roles and coffee for everybody for
free.
The time flew with lots of chatting.
We are fortunate that Mona and
Hella have the energy to arrange
get-togethers for us and we all already look forward to the fall.
Vinca Thomsen
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Congress folder, Review by Sanna Askirk

Kongresmappe 38.
Klöppelspitzen-kongress 2022
in Gunzenhausen
Price: EUR 25,A congress folder was published in connection with
the lace congress in Gunzenhausen. The folder contained many interesting patterns for handbags, angles,
necklaces, curtains and flowers.

The prizes were handed out on a festive opening evening, where thank you speeches were held spiced with
Bavarian music. All the lace pieces from the folder
were on display.

It also contained a unit containing lace for children.
The topic was circus, drawn by children and afterwards adapted for lace, for ex. an elephant. Children
are so clever!

Our organization has 2 Congress folders for you to
look at on our next open house.

The folder also contains new ideas, for ex. lace where
different thicknesses of threads are used together. The
pattern in the folder is a fish, Mein Dicker Fisch, (my
fat fish), which got 2. prize (see picture). The fish is
made in different types of thread and has at the same
time an abstract form. I found it pretty elegant. The
fish is designed and executed by Katrin Mauersberger.
The first prize was given to Dr. Anne Wolf. She had
designed and executed “Linienraster 45” (see picture).
It has diagonally lines, where the theme thin and thick
thread is used. Nylon thread is used in order to keep
the shape.
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The next congress will be from April 14th to April 16th,
2023 in Wangen, Allgäu.
For more information, see the German lace association’s home page:
www.deutscher-kloppelverband.de

Bookreview by Mette Krebs Haagensen

Valenciennes-Spitze

ISBN 978-3-934210-57-8
Publisher: Deutscher Klöppelverband e.V.
The book contains 323 pages
Language: German
https://www.deutscher-kloeppelverband.de/publikationen/valenciennes-spitze/

Price: EUR 56,Sanne Askirk and Ellis Nygård visited the lace congress held in Gunzenhausen from April 22. to April
24. 2022 and where the theme was Valenciennes lace.

It is described how the earlier lace makers only had
the pricking and sometimes also a trial piece to help
them.

A big emphasis was done on describing the beginning
and development of the lace from the 17. Century and
until today. The book is filled with beautiful pictures of
lace, illustrations, drawings and techniques.

There were 32 reconstructions with pictures of the
original piece of lace, the reconstructed piece, prickings and a worksheet for every lace piece. Most of
them were worked in Egyptian Cotton 80/2, some in
100/2, 60/2 and 50/2 and a single one in 28/2.

It shows, among other, pictures of 52 pieces of lace
from the collection of the German lace association
including texts about timespan, size and techniques.
It also contains 56 pieces of all kinds of lace from Jan
Geelen and Henk van der Zanden’s collection, again
describing where it comes from, size, motive and technique.
The last part of the book contains reconstructions of
Valenciennes lace from the 17. and up to the 20. century. It must have been an enormous job and I cannot
imagine how long it has taken to do it.

The samples were adornments, handkerchiefs, smaller pieces etc. Some of the reconstructions has been
changed from an adornment to for ex. an oval decoration with a flower (see picture on the top of the article).
I am tempted to make some of the reconstructions
myself. It has lots of flowers, which speaks to my heart.
The book ends with 6 new designs including prickings
and worksheets.
This is all in all an exciting book with lots of text and
lace to be made.
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